
CS345 Notes for Lecture 10/14/96Conjunctive Queries= safe, datalog rules:H :- G1 & � � � & Gn� Most common form of query; equivalent toselect-project-join queries.� Useful for optimization of active elements(\triggers," constraints, instantiated views).� Useful for information integration.ContainmentQ1 � Q2 i� for every database D, Q1(D) �Q2(D).� Remember, Q(D) is what we get by makingall possible substitutions for variables of Q. Ifa substitution turns all subgoals of Q's bodyto facts in D, then the head of Q, with thissubstitution, is in Q(D).� Containment problem for CQ's is central.Problem is NP-complete, but not a \hard"problem in practical situations (short queries,few pairs of subgoals with same predicate).� Function symbols do not make problemsmoredi�cult.� Adding negated subgoals and/or arithmeticsubgoals, e.g., X < Y , makes things morecomplex, but important special cases.Example:A: p(X,Y) :- r(X,W) & b(W,Z) & r(Z,Y)B: p(X,Y) :- r(X,W) & b(W,W) & r(W,Y)B � A. In proof, suppose p(x; y) is inB(D). Thenthere is some w such that r(x;w), b(w;w), andr(w; y) are in D. In A, make the substitutionX ! x, Y ! y, W ! w, Z ! w1



Thus, the head of A becomes p(x; y), and all sub-goals of A are in D. Thus, p(x; y) is also in A(D),proving B � A.Testing Containment of CQ's1. Containment mappings.2. Canonical databases.� Similar for basic CQ case, but (2) is useful formore general cases like negated subgoals.Containment MappingsMapping from variables of CQ Q2 to variables ofCQ Q1 such that1. Head of Q2 becomes head of Q1.2. Each subgoal of Q2 becomes a subgoal of Q1.� It is not necessary that every subgoal of Q1 isthe target of some subgoal of Q2.Example: A, B as above. Containment mappingfrom A to B: X ! X, Y ! Y ,W !W , Z !W .� No containment mapping from B to A. Sub-goal b(W;W ) in B can only go to b(W;Z) inA. That would require both W ! W andW ! Z.Example:C1: p(X) :- a(X,Y) & a(Y,Z) & a(Z,W)C2: p(X) :- a(X,Y) & a(Y,X)Containment mapping C1 ! C2:X ! X, Y ! Y , Z ! X, W ! Y� No containment mapping C2 ! C1. Proof:a) X ! X required for head.b) Thus, �rst subgoal of C2 must map to�rst subgoal of C1; Y must map to Y .c) Similarly, 2nd subgoal of C2 must mapto 2nd subgoal of C1, so X must map toZ.d) But we already found X maps to X.2



Containment Mapping TheoremQ1 � Q2 i� there exists a containment mappingfrom Q2 to Q1.Proof (If)Let �: Q2 ! Q1 be a containment mapping. LetD be any DB.� Every tuple t in Q1(D) is produced by somesubstitution � on the variables of Q1 thatmakes Q1's subgoals all become facts in D.� Claim: � � � is a substitution for variables ofQ2 that produces t.1. � � �(Fi) = �(some Gj). Therefore, it isin D.2. � � �(H2) = �(H1) = t.� Thus, every t in Q1(D) is also in Q2(D); i.e.,Q1 � Q2.Proof (Only If)Key idea: frozen CQ.1. Create a unique constant for each variable ofthe CQ Q.2. Frozen Q is a database consisting of all thesubgoals of Q, with the chosen constants sub-stituted for variables.Example:p(X) :- a(X,Y) & a(Y,Z) & a(Z,W)Let x be the constant for X, etc. The relationfor predicate a consists of the three tuples (x; y),(y; z), and (z;w).The proof: Let Q1 � Q2. Let database D be thefrozen Q1.� Q1(D) contains t, the \frozen" head of Q1(sounds gruesome, but the reason is that wecan use the substitution in which each vari-able of Q1 is replaced by its correspondingconstant). 3



� Since Q1 � Q2, Q2(D) must also contain t.� Let � be the substitution of constants fromD for the variables of Q2 that makes eachsubgoal of Q2 a tuple of D and yields t as thehead.� Let �0 be the substitution that maps eachvariable X of Q2 to the variable of Q1 thatcorresponds to the constant �(X).� �0 is a containment mapping from Q2 to Q1because:a) The head of Q2 is mapped by � to t, andt is the frozen head of Q1, so �0 maps thehead of Q2 to the \unfrozen" t, that is,the head of Q1.b) Each subgoal Fi of Q2 is mapped by � tosome tuple ofD, which is a frozen versionof some subgoal Gj of Q1. Then �0 mapsFi to the unfrozen tuple, that is, to Gjitself.Dual View of Containment MappingsA containment mapping, de�ned as a mapping onvariables, induces a mapping on subgoals.� Therefore, we can alternatively de�ne a con-tainment mapping as a function on subgoals,thus inducing a mapping on variables.� The containment mapping condition be-comes: the subgoal mapping does not causea variable to be mapped to two di�erent vari-ables or constants, nor cause a constant to bemapped to a variable or a constant other thanitself.Example: Again considerA: p(X,Y) :- r(X,W) & b(W,Z) & r(Z,Y)B: p(X,Y) :- r(X,W) & b(W,W) & r(W,Y)Previously, we found the containment mappingX ! X, Y ! Y , W ! W , Z ! W from Ato B. 4



� We could as well describe this mapping asr(X;W ) ! r(X;W ), b(W;Z) ! b(W;W ),and r(Z; Y )! r(W;Y ).Method of Canonical DatabasesInstead of looking for a containment mapping fromQ2 to Q1 in order to test Q1 � Q2, we can applythe following test:1. Create a canonical database D that is thefrozen body of Q1.2. Compute Q2(D).3. If Q2(D) contains the frozen head of Q1, thenQ1 � Q2; else not.� The proof that this method works is essen-tially the same as the argument for contain-ment mappings.The only way the frozen head of Q1 canbe in Q2(D) is for there to be a contain-ment mapping Q2 ! Q1.Example:C1: p(X) :- a(X,Y) & a(Y,Z) & a(Z,W)C2: p(X) :- a(X,Y) & a(Y,X)� Test C2 � C1.� Choose constants X ! 0, Y ! 1.� Canonical DB from C1 isD = fa(0; 1); a(1; 0)g� C1(D) = fp(0); p(1)g.� Since the frozen head of C2 is p(0), which isin C1(D), we conclude C2 � C1.� Note that the instantiation of C1 that showsp(0) is in C1(D) is X ! 0, Y ! 1, Z ! 0,and W ! 1.If we replace 0 and 1 by the variables Xand Y they stand for, we have the con-tainment mapping from C1 to C2.5


